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1. INTRODUCTION 

For q a positive integer and a an integer prime to q, we let 

n(x;q,a)= L 
p5,x 

p=a(modq) 

count those primes up to x in the arithmetic progression a modulo q. One 
expects these arithmetic progressions to contain their due proportion of primes, 
namely 

(1.1 ) n(x; q ,a) '" n(x)!</J(q) , 

where <p is Euler's function and n(x) counts all primes up to x. Indeed, 
(1.1) is known to hold, but only under the proviso that q grow more slowly 
than some fixed power of logx (Siegel-Walfisz theorem). Yet, for many ap-
plications, it is important to weaken this restriction. The assumption of the 
Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) yields (1.1) in the much wider range 
q < X I / 2/ log2+e x . 

It is often sufficient, in particular for applications of the sieve to the study of 
integers of the form p - a , to have access to such results in an averaged form 
and the Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem [2] gives such a bound, in that for any 
A > 0 and some B = B(A) , 

( 1.2) 
q<x'l' log-II x 

(q .a)=1 

-A In(x; q ,a) - n(x)!</J(q)1 «:A x log x. 

This deals with essentially the same range of q as can be treated conditionally 
under GRH for individual progressions. 

For significantly larger q, the asymptotic formula is not known to hold, even 
in the above averaged sense, but there do follow by sieve methods upper bounds 
of the expected order of magnitude under the very mild restriction q < x 1-£ . 

Known as Brun-Titchmarsh theorems, these bounds hold both for the individual 
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sum 1l(X; q ,a) and, with better constants, for averages of the type occurring 
on the left-hand side of (1.2). Each of the above types of results enjoys some 
advantages over the others, and all find application to a wide range of problems 
both in prime number theory and further afield. 

In this paper, we prove the following. 

Main Theorem. Let a '" 0 be an integer and A > O. 2 ~ Q ~ X 3/ 4 be reals. 
Let (2' be the set of all integers q. prime to a. from an interval Q' < q ~ Q . 
Then 

'" I 1l(x) I ~ 1l(x;q ,a) - <jJ(q) 

I 2 -I -3 2 '" 1 -A ~ {K(8 - 2) xL + O(xL (loglogx»} ~ A.( ) + O(xL ). 
qE($ 'I' q 

where 8 = log Q/ log x. L = log x. K is absolute. the first implied constant in 
o depends only on A. and the second one on a and A. 

This result provides a continuous transition from Bombieri-Vinogradov type 
theorems to Brun-Titchmarsh type theorems. Thus, on the one hand, it gives 
the asymptotic formula for Q = XI/2 g(x) with any g(x) satisfying logg(x) = 
o(logx) , thereby refining the result in [4]. On the other hand, it gives for fixed 
8 > 1 Brun-Titchmarsh theorems on average, where one may come arbitrarily 
close to the expected constant by taking 8 sufficiently close to 1. This is in 
contrast to earlier theorems of this type. The most recent, due to Rousselet [11], 
req~ires .48 in place of K(8 - 1)2 for 8 near 1. 

The arguments used in the proof of the main theorem overlap very heavily 
the arguments of our earlier paper [4). We have decided to assume knowledge 
of[4]. To do otherwise would be to enormously expand the length of this paper. 

For economy of presentation, we have not attempted to determine an explicit 
value for the constant K. The determination of a reasonable admissible value 
for this constant seems to offer no difficulty in principle, and we hope to re-
turn to this at some future time. This is worthwhile in view of the number of 
applications these theorems have; see, for example, [1, 5, 6]. Since we do not 
specify the constant now, it suffices to deal with the case 8 ~ 1 + ", where, 
say, ,,= 10-4 • Also, in view of the classical Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem [2], 
we are able to assume that Q> XI/2 L -B , with some fixed B. For 8 in this 
interval, we expect 36 to be an admissible value for K. 

2. MEAN VALUE THEOREMS 

We shall make use of a number of mean value theorems for bilinear and 
trilinear forms, to a large extent the same as those in [4]. 

We begin by recalling some assumptions from [4], namely (AI) [4, p. 364] 
and (A2 ) and (A3) [4, p. 371]. Here we shall use (AI) and (A2) but modify 
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Pn = 0 unless (n, P(Lc )) = 1 , 

where, as usual, P(y) is the product of all primes less than y. 

Theorem 1. Let MN = x, a = (am), m ~ M, P = (Pn), n ~ N, a =I- 0, 
e > 0, and A > O. Suppose P satisfies (A,) and (A2). Then there exist 
constants c and Ao such that provided P satisfies (A~) and 

(2.1 ) Q2 -'LAo N 5/6-2eQ-4/3 X < <x , 

then 

(2.2) ~ I '/2 -A ~ Ll(a * P; q ,a)1 «llaIIIlP.llx L . 
q~Q 

(q ,a)=' 

Here. denotes the divisor function, so p. = (Pn .(n)) , II II denotes the '2 
norm, m ~ M means Af. < m S M, c depends on A and B , Ao depends on 
A, and the implied constant may depend on e, a, A, B , and B,. Ll is defined 
in [4, p. 363]. 

Proof. This is a slight modification of Theorem 1 of [4], which was proved as 
Theorem' 3 in [3]. The assumption (A~) rather than (A3) was actually what 
was required in that proof. The only other difference is the weaker lower bound 
for N in (2.1), leading to the appearance of • in (2.2). This may be justified 
by a slight improvement of the estimate (10.6) of [3, p. 232] as follows. As 
there, the tenus on the diagonal are majorized by 

(2.3) 1. 
nJ ,n4~N '~hl ,h2~H 

hI (n2-nl )nJn4=h2(n4 -nJ)nl n2 

Given h2' n, ,n2 , then n3n4lh2n, n2 . Thus, the number of triples (h" n3 ,n4) 
IS S .2(h2).2(n,).2(n2) so that (2.3) is majorized by 

2 ~ 22 2 2 2 3 4 Q ~ IPnI Pn2 1. (hz). (n,). (n 2)« Q HL IIP.II ' 
h2~H 

(nl,n2)=' 

Using the more precise smoothing function of [4, Lemma 9, Corollary] rather 
than that of [3, Lemma 2], we may choose H = M- 1 Q2 L AI for some A, 
depending on A. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. • 

Assume Theorems 2-5 of [4]. (Theorem 5 * of [4] will not be used.) We 
remark that as in Theorem 1 any use of (A3) in these later theorems may be 
weakened to the assumption of (A~) for suitable c. However, this remark is 
not needed for the proof of our main theorem (although it could be used to 
slightly economize our presentation). 
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3. COMBINATORIAL PREPARATIONS 

In this section, we apply combinatorial arguments to reduce the proof of our 
main theorem to the estimation of sums that fall within the scope of the mean 
value theorems of the preceding section. 

As compared to [4], we use the identity of Linnik rather than that of Heath-
Brown. This will prove significant for the determination of numerical values 
for K. 

Let 

'" ",(z) A{n) __ 1_ ",(z) A{n) 
E{x ,~) = ~ 6 logn 4>{q) 6 logn ' 

n=a(q) (n ,q)=1 

where ~(Z) restricts the summation to n with (n, P{z» = 1 . 
We choose z = X 5/ 6- 2B Q-4/3 and note that X I/ 7 < Z < X I/ 6- B since 

XI/2 L -B < Q < XI/2+1/56 . 

Lemma 1. For n> 1, we have 
A{n) 00 (-I)j-1 
-I - = E . tj{n) , 
ogn j=1 ] 

where 

tj{n) = t{ _1/-k (t) Tk{n) 
k=O 

(3.1 ) 

is the number of decompositions of n as the product of precisely j integers 
greater than one. 
Proof, This is Linnik's identity [10]. • 

The sum over j always terminates and, if (n ,P(z» = 1 ,then tj(n) = 0 for 
j> log njIog z . By Lemma 1, 

6 1 
E(x ,~) ~ E -:Ej(x ,~), 

j=1 ] 

where Ej is a sum similar to E but with A(n)/Iogn replaced by tj(n). It 
clearly suffices to prove that, for 1 ~ j ~ 6 , and for ~ contained in (Q/2, Q] , 
(3.2) 

1 2 -I -3 2 '" I -A Ej(X ,~) ~ {Kj«(J - 2) xL + O(xL (Ioglogx»} ~ 4>( ) + O(xL ), 

and the main theorem then follows with 
6 I 

K=E-:Kj . 
j=1 ] 

qEI!' q 

Throughout the proof we shall be dealing with various sums ~ I . 
n) •.•• In, 

These sums will always be restricted to n I ' ... ,n j that satisfy the constraints 
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n 1 •.• n j '" x, n 1 ~ Z , ... ,n j ~ z. Any additional constraints will be specifi-
cally mentioned but these will not. 

We also adopt the convention that all implied constants are absolute, unless 
specific mention is made to the contrary, with the unique exception that in error 
terms of the form O(xL -A) the implied constants (0 or «) may depend on 
a and A. 

4. THE CASES 1 ~ j ~ 3 

Let 
,,(z) 1 ,,(z) 

11)x,z;q,a)= ~ 1-¢(q) ~ 1. 
nl···nj=a(q) (nl···nJ ,q)=1 

(4.1 ) 

In [4], we dealt with the cases j ~ 3 by using ([4, Lemma 2]) results for the 
divisor function r j in arithmetic progressions. These results cannot be imme-
diately applied to D. j because of the condition (n i ' P (z)) = 1 and in [4] this 
condition was removed via a sieve-theoretic fundamental lemma. In the present 
case, our choice of z is much larger and we first reduce to (n i , P(w)) = 1 
with 
(4.2) w = Q2X-IL Ao 

(where Ao is as in Theorem 1) by means of the Buchstab identity: 

(4.3) D.j(x,z;q,a)=D.j(x,w;q,a)- L D.jp(x,p;q,a), 
w5,p <z 

where D.j(x,w;q,a) changes only the condition (ni,P(z))= 1 to (ni,P(w)) 
= 1 but keeps the condition n i ~ Z , and 

1 
(4.4) D.jp(x,p;q,a) = ~ 1-¢(q) L 1, 

nl"'n,=a(q) (nl"'n, ,q)=l 

where both sums are also restricted by the conditions n1 ·•· nj == O(p), 
(n 1 ... nj ,P(p)) = 1. 

We consider the contribution to Ej from the D.jp . By an inclusion-exclusion 
argument, the condition n1 , .. nj == O(p) may be reduced to the simultaneous 
conditions n l, == O(p) , ... ,n == O(p) for the various nonempty subsets of 

I I, 

indices {i 1 ' ••• ,i k} of {I , ... ,j}. The corresponding sums with these con-
ditions are now, after a dyadic subdivision of the ranges of p and the ni , in 
a form to which Theorem 1 applies. This is due to our choices of z and w. 
The result is 

(4.5) L L D.jp(x,p;q,a) «XL-A. 
qEr! w5,p<z 

It now remains to treat D.j(x ,w; q ,a). As in [4], we are now in a position to 
use the fundamental lemma but w is still somewhat large, and we require more 
care than previously. In particular, we shall require the fundamental lemma in 
the following form, which is slightly stronger than [4, Lemma 3]. 
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Lemma 2. Let s ~ 3 and D = '/1/. There exist two sequences {A;}d:S;D and 

{Ad}d:S;D such that 

IAil:::; 1 for dIP(w), Ai = 0 otherwise, 

(r * l)(n) = (A+ * l)(n) = 1 if(n, pew)) = 1 , 
(A- * l)(n) :::; 0 :::; (A+ * l)(n) if(n, pew)) > 1 , 

and, for any multiplicative function wed) with 0:::; w(p) :::; min{K, p - I} we 
have 

L Ai W~d) = II (1 - W(P)) {I + O(s -s)}, 
d:S;D pIP(w) p 

the constant implied in 0 depending on K alone. 

Proof. See [7] or [9]. • 

We apply Lemma 2 in the manner of [4, pp. 365-366]. We have 

and hence 
(4.6) 

. "" { ± 'F Td(q) } ±Aj(x,w,q,a):::;± L- AdTd(q,a)-Ad cjJ(q) , 
(d .q)=[ 

Aix,w;q,a):::; L ITd(q,a)- cjJ(lq) Td(q)l+ cjJ(lq) L (A; -Ad)Td(q) , 
(d .q)=[ (d .q)=[ 

d:S;D 

where 
Td(q ,a) = L 

n, .. ·nj=a(q) 
n, .. ·nj=O(d) 

and Td(q) is the same sum but with the condition n[ ... nj == a(q) replaced by 
the condition (n[ ... nj , q) = 1. Choosing, say, D = x[/2000 and, after a dyadic 
subdivision of the range of the ni , applying [4, Lemma 2] with a specific value 
of t5, (see [8, Theorem 5] for example; this can be improved, most recently 
using work of Margenstem) we deduce that 

(4.7) L L I Td(q ,a) - ",(1 ) Td(q)1 « x[-J 
qEiff d:S;D ¥J q 

(d .q)=[ 

for some small fixed positive t5. 
To estimate the contribution of the latter sum in (4.6), we require the fol-

lowing elementary result. 

Lemma 3. Let d be square free and relatively prime to q. Then 

Td(q) = W~d) (cjJ~q)) j L 1 + 0 (~rj+[ (dq)) , 
n, .... . n) 
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where w is multiplicative, w(p):5 j , and the implied constant may depend on 
j. 
Proof. We have 

Td(q) = L,u(k) L I = L,u(k) L ,u(m l )··· ,u(m) L I 
kid (nj .kq)=1 kid m;lkq nj=O(mj) 

Now, 

where m = (m l , ... ,m) and 

i!!l) = 
Uj>z/mj 

x/2ml···mj<ul",uj":'5.x /ml··· mj 

By a simple substitution 

i!!l) = nil m i il) , 
where 1 = (1 , ... , 1) and so 

Td(q) = L,u(k) (ifJ(k))J (ifJ(q))J 1 +0 (~L L 1) 
kid k q (I) kid m;lkq 

Since It!) = Enl .... . nj I + O(xj z) , we complete the proof of the lemma with 

w(p) = p (1 - (P ; 1 r) :5 j . • 

Recalling that D = XI/2000 and z > X I / 7 , we get, on combining Lemmata 2 
and 3 with K = j , 

L_l 
qE. ifJ(q) 

'" + - -I 3-s", I 7/8 L...J (Ad - Ad )Td(q) «xL s L...J "'( ) + X 
~D ~.~q 

(d .q)=1 

and by (4.2) this is easily seen to be «xL -1(0 - !)2 E qE.(1!ifJ(q)) + Xl-J(A) , 

where «5(A) may depend on Ao and hence on A. 
Combining this with (4.6) and (4.7) we have 

'" . -I 1 2", I I-J(A) (4.8) L...JIA/x,w,q,a)l«xL (o-!) L...JifJ() +x . 
qE. qE. q 

Combining (4.8) with (4.3) and (4.5) we get (3.2) for j = 1,2,3. 
We remark that (4.8) is obviously easy to improve but that this bound will 

in any case occur later (in §7) in a way that is essential from the point of view 
of our method. 
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5. THE CASES 4 ~ j ~ 6: A SUBDIVISION 

Definition. The sequence (nl ' ... ,nj ) is "exceptional" of type B, if it can be 
partitioned into r subsets whose products dl , ••• ,d" dl ~ d2 ~ ... ~ d" 
satisfy one of the following: 

( B4 ) r = 4, dl ~ I1d2 ' d3 ~ I1d4 ' 

(B5 ) 

(B6 ) 

with 11 = w 2 • 

r = 5, 

r = 6, 

A sequence (n l ' ••• ,n) is "regular" if it is not exceptional of any type. We 
may by symmetry restrict to sequences with n l ~ n 2 ~ ... ~ nj • 

A regular sequence is called "smoothable" if j = 4, n l ~ n 2 ~ n3 ~ n 4 , and 
one of the following holds: 

(5.1 ) 

or 
1/6-6 1/6+6 1/4-6 < 1/4+6 

X < n 4 < x , x < n3 _ n 2 < x , 
1/3-6 1/3+6 

X < n l < x 
(5.2) 

and 

with c5 = 10-2 , say, and 17 = 10-4 as in the introduction. 

6. REGULAR NONSMOOTHABLE SEQUENCES 

The regular sequences that are not smoothable in the above sense are dealt 
with by first applying a dyadic subdivision of the variables ni as in [4, § 13] 
followed by the application of Theorems 3 and 4 of[4] in precise correspondence 
with their application in [4, § 15]; in fact, our choice of 11 = w 2 is determined by 
the hypotheses of Theorems 3 and 4 of [4]. (Here we have V = 1, N; = NI .) 
Their contribution Ejn to Ej (4 ~ j ~ 6) is thus found to satisfy the bound 

(6.1 ) -A Ejn «xL , 

for arbitrary A. 

7. THE EXCEPTIONAL SEQUENCES 

We estimate the contribution, say Ejh to E j (4 ~ j ~ 6) , of the exceptional 
sequences of type B, . The method is that of [4, § 14] using Theorem 2, Lemmata 
14 and 15 of [4]. Following that argument, we now find that 

(7.1) E «~(IOgl1)2 '" _1_ + O(xL -A) 
jh logx logx ~. ¢(q) 

qE~ 

~ ~ (c(() _1)2 + 0 (IOgIOgX)2) "'. _1_ + O(xL -A), 
logx J 2 logx~. ¢(q) 

qEi!' 
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which is precisely sufficient for the main theorem. Here Cj is a constant and 
the first O-constant may depend on A. 

We remark that it is only in the consideration of these exceptional sequences 
that the first two terms arise. Elsewhere (() - !)2 can be improved as in §3, and 
the second term can be deleted. The assumption that ($ is an interval is used 
only here and is needed in order to apply Theorem 2 of [4]. Although Theorem 
2 of [4] is stated for dyadic intervals only, it holds for an interval [1, Q] by 
summation over dyadic intervals and then for an arbitrary interval by taking 
differences of intervals [1 ,Q'] and [1 , Q] . 

8. REGULAR SMOOTHABLE SEQUENCES 

It remains to bound the contribution E 4s to E4 of the smoothable regular 
sequences of §5. Here, as in [4, §15], we make use of Theorem 5 of [4], but as 
in the cases 1 ::::; £..::::; 3 , we require greater care with the fundamental lemma. 

We consider ~4(X, z; q ,a), which we define to be the contribution to 
~4(X ,z;q ,a) (defined in (4.1)) from those sequences (nl' ... ,n4), that are 
smoothablejsee (5.1) and (5.2)). As in §4, we reduce the problem to the esti-
mation of ~4(X, w; q ,a). Using the Buchstab identity and Theorem 1, we get 
(compare (4.5)) with an obvious notation 

(8.1 ) L L 3.4P (x,p;q,a) «XL-A. 
qEt$' w~P<z 

To treat ~4(X ,w ; q ,a) , we apply the fundamental lemma, now with K = I . 
Arguing as in §4, we have 

(8.2) 13.4 (x ,w ; q ,a)1 ::::; L;'; { Ud(q ,a) - cf>/q) Ud(q) } 
(d ,q)=l 

Here 

+ L ;.~ { Ud(q ,a) - cf>(lq) Ud(q) } 
(d ,q)=l 

Ud(q ,a) = L 
n)···n4=a(q) 

restricted to those sequences (n 1 ' ... ,n4) satisfying the constraints n1 ?: n2 ?: 
n3 ?: n4, n1 == O(d) and (n2n3n4 , P(w)) = 1, while Ud(q) is the same sum 
but with the condition n1 ... n4 == a(q) replaced by (n1 ... n4 ,q) = 1 . 

To bound the contribution to E4s from the first two sums in (8.2), we make 
a dyadic subdivision of the variables, say, d ~ D1 , n; ~ N; (I::::; i ::::; 4). We 
choose, say, D = Xl/2000 as in §4. To each box having contributions satisyfing 
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(5.1), we may apply Theorem 5 of [4] with L = N1/D1, K = N4D1, M = 
N2N3 • To other boxes with nonempty contributions (so (5.2) is satisfied), we 
apply Theorem 5 of [4] with L = N1/D1, K = N3DI' M = N2N4 • These yield 

(8.3) E E A; { Ud(q ,a) - c/>t ) Ud(q)} «xL -A. 
qEt§ (d ,q)=1 q 

d~D 

To bound the contribution from the last sum in (8.2), we need an estimate for 
Ud(q). This corresponds now, however, to the easiest case, j = 1 of Lemma 
3, in that we can fix n2 , n3 ,n4 and sum over nj == O(d). In this way, we get, 
since n l > XI/4/2, 

Ud(q) = U1(q) + O(x3/4L 2r(q». 
Combining this with Lemma 2, we get 

"" 1 "" + - X I-s"" 1 4/5 
~ c/>(q) ~ (Ad - Ad )Ud(q) «logx S L:. c/>(q) + x . 
qEt§ (d ,q)=1 qE", 

(8.4) 

Combining the Buchstab identity and (8.1)-(8.4), we get for E4s the same 
bound as for Ej' 1 ~ j ~ 3 . 

The results of §§4-8 now combine to complete the proof of the main theorem. 
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